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Ko
Hsuan
asks
the

young
beast...

If a tree
falls in the
woods and

nobody hears
it, does it make

a sound?

Now by the word
“sound” do you mean

the excitation of
sound waves or the

brain’s interpretation
of those sound waves?
Please Master, define
your terms before I
even dare speculate.Thus ended the incessant,

unconscious, bifurcation
of question & answer.

a quieted mind remembers:

And here it starts,
the whole recalling

its parts, as
the gap departs

between life
and its arts,

mended by the
smarts of thy

adamantium
hearts.

So into the story we gallop
(packing quite a wallop!)

rhymes flowing like a
dollop of petrified syrup
into an enchanted tea cup. 

so emerges this
trip into the

monomythic blip,
as reality rips,

in the clear white
grip of cosmic

courtship.
(drip! drip!)

“MAPS”

YEAH YEAH
YEAHS -

LOVE.

Assuredly;

it’s almost time to WAKE UP!



and so
we return
and begin

again at the
beginning

of the end,
and/or the
end of the
beginning,

of the
world’s
tallest

tale,
which I

suppose
must be
around
here

somewhere!

where we find Dr. Henry Jekyll
delivering a lecture in accompaniment
with the publication of his new book:

“New Age Bullshit For Dummies.”

Bell’s Theorem has demonstrated
that any 2 subatomic particles,

once in contact, will continue to
exchange information with each other

instantaneously. Communicating
at speeds faster than light.
Which special relativity had

previously forbidden, but must
now readjust to include.

Or so he thinks anyways!

The implications of this
innocent little phenomenon
are decidedly spectacular.

Such as the conclusion that
the future and the past may
be in supraliminal contact,

and the experience we blithely
call “the present” is the

consequence of their
intermingling. What of a world
where the past is half created
by what you’re about to do?

What you
have just
told us is
absolute
rubbish,

Dr. Jekyll.

the back of a colossal tortoise.
The snake is eating itself,

and once it’s done we shall
all return to Nuit. Certainly sir,

you must admit the obvious.

is really a cosmic
serpent, which sits on

The
Universe

Ah yes Madam, but I do
wonder, what it is that the

tortoise itself rests upon?

You’re very sharp
young man, very sharp.

I appreciate the logical trap,
but of course we both know

it’s turtles on turtles
all the way down!

YIPE!

Awfully exposed
aren’t we, Henry?

Scratch
Scratch



Think
Fast!

Oh my, you are a
strange case indeed!

Oh yes!
Let your

magnificent
rage refresh
your memory.

Madam, I am sure
I don’t know what you
are blathering about,

but all this foolishness
is beginning to
make me mad...

You wouldn’t like
me when...

when... Oh no...



I’m Mr. Hyde.

Alas, trapped
once more

in that beast’s
abysmal mind,

a one man
wasteland.

He’s on
the

rampage.
I can
feel
it.

Power
of the
gods...

Sickness
unto

death!

What peril might thou
face to be free of thy

monstrosity?

Well then...

Yipe!

Any and all!

HYDE
SMASH!

Away
we go!

Sweet
mutton

chops tho!

Totes!



“HELL”



“BLACK JESUS”
GHOSTFACE KILLAH -

THANKS.
SORRY.



Never
approaching the

qualities of fiction
found in even its

most experimental
form of forms a
segway towards
Dream@wake!

AYA!



It’s like an
apparition lost

in a dream about
fantasizing

ecstatic reverie.

Wheels
within
wheels!

forever?

close enough.

I have
a lot to

learn from
everyone
I know.

Heh.

Duh-doy!

Here
today.

And
gone

tomorrow!

Thrice Bitten
All

Something
lost in
the give
and take,
or maybe
there was
never even
anything
at all?

You are not
an island.

I know.

shy

I wonder
about the

proximity of
phantasmagorical

intimacy...

So
near!

And yet
so far.

What’s your
point?

But a
fool’s work

is never
done. 



AOOH?



HAHA
HAHAHA
HAHA

HA
HAHA

HAHAHA
HAHA
HA

OOH-OOH
OOH!



“HATE TO SAY I TOLD YOU SO”
THE HIVES  -

RING!
RING!



Rasa frasa, lousy fargin’...

Who dis?

AO! Wait up!
Were you just about

to threaten my
credit rating!?

Fuck that,
fuck you,
and fuck

the system
you represent!

No, seriously, listen to me.
I DON’T CARE!  Whatever it

is that can be done to
a credit rating, PLEASE

do to mine everyday
for the rest of

your glorious life!!

‘Cause unless y’all are
willing to come up to my
apartment and fight me
for money that I don’t
have, then there really

isn’t any need for you to
keep sweatin’ deez nuts!

But enough
about you...

Let me tell you
about this crazy

ass dream
I was having...

Jacob Fisher!  This is Empire
Collections calling in regards
to your despicably delinquent

student loan account. This
is NOT a game!

Listen up, punk!! 
This is your last

warning!  You must
make a significant

payment right now or
your credit rating

will be...



*CLICK!*

Damn, lost
the connection, and
here we were just

starting to get along!

TODAY’S
THE DAY MY
SHIP COMES

IN!!!

I say that everyday
though...

But WTF , you gotta
scream something
when you wake up...

It might as well
be constructive.

Note
to self:
It takes
roughly 5
business
days for

the water
company

to
process
a rubber

check.

No matter how
dark things get...

You gotta keep
your shine.

Wall Street suffered
another day of record
setting losses today.

Capping off a
devastating week
for investors the

world round.

Additional
note to self:

Living w/ the luxury
of electricity is

most likely what’s
been holding back
my success, and so

rack up another
triumph for Big Jake.

You gotta keep
your vital lies.

“THE GOOD LIFE”
WEEZER -



Tell someone you’re a
professional contest winner

and they’ll typically ask about
lotto numbers, hot ponies,

poker tips, or whatever else.

So just to clarify,
I don’t gamble,
I submit entries.

I wasn’t always the broke ass
fool that narrates before you. 

I used to have the game on
smash. I had a whole Ocean’s

Eleven system worked out.
An automated network of

internet technology endlessly
compiling entries.

ONAnd I won, I won often,
and I won big.

And then I didn’t, and then
I didn’t some more, and after

10 months of absolutely nothing,
all that’s left is this beat up radio,

luckily powered by D batteries
I found in the freezer, and 2

creatively acquired cell phones,
which may last through the day. 

The process is simple now.  Bounce up and down
the FM radio dial until you hear contest chatter. 
You can try the AM stations, but the only thing

you’re likely to find is Jesus or Imus, and nether are
particularly generous in the contest department.

BINGO!

You’re
tuned in

to the KBBL
Morning Zoo!
Boink! Zoink!
Caller # 7 will
get the chance
to play Windy

City Trivia!
Today’s prize
is dinner for 2

at Stinkies’
Sausage
Factory!

Who out there can tell me who played
the mentor of the “Rookie of the Year”

in the classic Chi-Town movie
of the same name???

Calling

555-2338

kbbl

Calling555-2338kbbl

Well, ya gotta start somewhere,
and I guess I haven’t eaten

anything but cereal and ramen
this week.  So please, oh please...



Hello!
You’re
caller
# 7!

Oh word!
I knew today
was my day!

Yes, hello, this is
Jake Fisher, king of

the free meal, claiming
what’s mine with an

answer of: Nick Nolte! 

I’m sorry,
Jake,

we were
looking

for...

Sorry, King! But we
can only accept one answer

per caller, thanks for trying, and
go blow it out your royal highness!

LOL!!!
Whatta prick!!

Wait! I meant
Gary Busey! Gary Busey!

C’mon, they’re practically
the same fucking person!

Ah,
Fuck
me!

OFF

Gee...
I wonder
where I’m

going now?

I’ve promised myself
dozens of times that

I’d never do this again.

But unfortunately my
self-promises are about
as reliable as my checks.



10 months ago, there
was this one night stand.

<3 Toledo Holiday <3

She was a transcendental babe. One of
them manic pixie dream angels come true,

except but also like totally... I don’t
even know, man... Salt of the Earthish. 

She totally, utterly, and
completely turned me out.

I felt alive in a way that I never even knew
was possible. It was fucking crazy!  My teeny

tiny little world got cracked open to this
new big picture, and it was fucking beautiful.

In the morning she was gone,
and nothing’s been good since.

All I have left is this bra, which contains
the scent, a map to heaven written

in vanilla perfume.  Which can lead me
back, if only for a second, to happiness...

Soaring
up!

Only to plummet down.

Gravity
hates me.

I’m learning to
live with it.

Hello, Jake’s
House of Entropy.

Jake speaking.

Yo Jakey, it’s Cyril,
you won’t believe it man!

“2000 LIGHT
YEARS AWAY”

GREEN DAY -



I’m downtown covering
this fancy schmancy fashion show,

and I think it’s being run by that girl
you’re obsessed with!

You best quit talking shit,
and get your dumb ass down to

the convention center!

S’all good,
bro!

Actually,
I’m

“enchanted”
with her,

not
obsessed.
Although,
if you’re
messing
with me,
I’ma go
upside

ya head!

Thanks, Cyril!

I hope she likes
“beat up geek chic!”

... my ship
comes in.

Today’s the day...

High above the
Windy City...

EMPIRE INC.
deals with

the slumping
economy.

Amongst other
things.

ALL OF YOU KNEW TODAY
WAS COMING! I TOLD YOU

AGAIN AND AGAIN!  SO WHY,
WHY DID YOU ALL FAIL IN

YOUR ONLY DUTY. TO MAKE
ME MORE MONEY!?!?!?!?!?!

“I FELL FOR YOU”

THE MR. T
EXPERIENCE -



RECORD
LOSSES ON

COLLECTION DAY!?!?
WE HAVE NOTHING

TO OFFER THE
BEINGS, AND THEY

WILL KILL
US ALL...

TONIGHT!

ALL OF YOU BETTER
START RUNNING

RIGHT...

N
O

W
!

$$$

xxx

I’M SORRY MASTER,
BUT THERE WERE
CIRCUMSTANCES

BEYOND MY CONTROL.
PLEASE, PLEASE, I

BEG OF YOU! Bdddd-RING!



It’s a lil’ early
for B.S. Squirmy.
Hit me up after 

The View

Dude, I’m
asking you
a question

here!

Coffee
time,

Bruiser!

Betcha can’t guess where
I’m gonna shove

that thing!

And suddenly
things sour for the
handsome, brave,

dashing, cloaked Adonis 

What do you mean
I can’t sue myself?

That bastard
ruined my life!!

I wonder if you
can learn how to
neuter a dog on
the internet?

OK! OK!
I’ll go bother

Monster
Puppy!



Wanna
dance?

Fer sure!

You’re a

fine dancer!
And you’ve

got that

bangin’ body,

yo!

This
megaphone

totally
rules...

MONSTER
PUPPY!!

MONSTER
PUPPY!!

MONSTER
PUPPY!!

MONSTER PUPPY!!

Aroo!?

Disclaimer: No pugs were perplexed
during the production of this comic.

(however a mouse was dressed in a cloak)

AUM~SNORT! AUM~SNORT!

A
U
M
~
S
N
O
R
T
!

A
U
M SNORT!

Stay Monster Puppy! Good Boy! Just a sec... Got it! Wanna treat? Don’t look so surprised! If it
wasn’t for pug snot, Joan
Collins’d be a pile of dust
instead of a bag of bones!

Who’s
There?

Orange!

Orange
who?

Orange you gonna have a pile
of raisins on your floor if you

don’t hurry your ass up!



Squirmy, dude,
May I ask you

a quick
question?

C’mon an
holla, baby girl!

So like, what’s 
the deal with the

megaphone?

Sorry,
top secret
info, love.

Wish I could
share.

Yeah right “top
secret” like we’re
being called into

action or
something.

Immediately she ponders
the consequence of her

own conclusion.

And why have you been
narrating like that!?!

To be
continued.

You best quit trippin’!!!

C’mon Squirmy!
Don’t hold out
on me! What’s

going on here!?

The tension
mounts as
unrevealed
mysteries
reach their

boiling point.

Will you knock
that off and
frigging talk

to me!

Though
youth &
bravery
are on
Aspen’s
side, she
lacks the
patience

to...

Keep from
ringing your

neck!? I know,
tell me about

it!

URK!

Trjegul!?

UH
-

OH
Next episode:

Why mice
shouldn’t steal

from cats.

Is it because they’ll over-
whelm them with kindness? Nope.

SCAT!
Jeez, I take 2 seconds to

prance after a butterfly and

that lil’ punk takes off with

my Narratorator 5000!

So,
Hondo
what’s
this
all

about?

Well...
HEY!

After that
Monster Puppy!

This is what I get for
associating with a comical
cast of talking animals.

I heard
Rommel utilized

the tactical
genius of pugs

in WWII.

My, how
interesting!

I heard
jerks are

idiots,
because
they’re
stupid!

NOBODY KNOWS
THE TROUBLE

I SEE, NOBODY
KNOWS BUT BEAVIS.

AROO!?



It puts the
lotion on the skin

or it gets the
hose again!

Yo Aspen,

you got an
y

rocket roller

skates?

Hey! That was my
favorite floor!!

I AM HE WHO IS
CALLED I AM!!!

Aspen! Quick! Call
the Ghostbusters!

“Sniff”
I just

wanted my
Narratorator

5000
megaphone

back...

MMM?

“Sigh”

Rraow!

Aww! Thank
you Monster

Puppy!

YOINK! You’re a
good boy!

Okay, very
funny.  Now
give me my
megaphone.

Suddenly the momentum’s
with the pixie wonder:

Aspen Paradise!

What
do you
want to
know?

What’s the deal
with this thing??

And why has everything
been so weird since
I woke up today??

Why does
reality seem to
be contained

within
a border?

And why
do I feel like I

should have squeezed
in a punchline just now!?

I should
have told
you right
away, but
I wanted
to let you
ease into
it, so here
we go...

Aspen, you’ve been
called into action!!

Oh
my!

When do we
start!? What’s our

cover story!?

Not 
what I

expected, but

ok, when do I start?

Umm...
a comic
book...

Well...

What?!
what!?

About 4
pages ago.

WHAT!?
You mean

this is being
published!?!?
Quit peeping
you pervs!



Okay so
I’m like
officially
freaking
out here!
You mean
I’m just a
drawing!?

Well, yes & no.
You are

materializing as
a drawing in the
human realm.

But in
the realm

of Pure
Information,

you’re as real as
ever, if not even

more so.

“Realm of Pure
Information.”

Oh so that just clears
my question right up!

Yeah, this is a little
flimsy isn’t it? Well,

heck, I dunno; fine you’re
just a drawing then. Whatever.

Your
badge.

Cool,
cool. So what exactly

does a super secret
agent of evolution do?

Ah y’know,
chill out,

handle things
as they

come, and
other crap
like that.

Stay the
course,
gotcha!

And also resolve
the never ending
battle between

good & evil.

WHAT!?!

You’ll have to excuse me
Trjegul, but this has all

been a bit much.

And there’s so
much more!

Do-dat
do-do!

The character
models and

setting elements
haven’t fully

congealed yet.

Scattle-bip-do!
Evolution
of design

ripples through
this young

comic
strip!

And anything
(profitable)

goes!

So if this is a comic
strip, and I it’s star,

than I think I’ll
need to dress

the part.

Go ahead!

Yeah, I
guess I could

get used
to this.

You
regret to
inform me
of what?



I dare say
something’s gone

askew!

Snort!

Another format

change. Welcome to

the big time, kid.

Big time!?
Bobby ain’t even

use a ruler!
It takes a gallon
of Eezus Jeezus

just to see straight!

This is Gordie Gretsky,
the fourth member of your
team. Now I know none of

you at all recall your
former incarnations, but if
you could, you’d know he’s

been with you since
the beginning.

When disaster
struck and your

last mission failed,
he got separated from 
the group and became

imbedded in a new story,
a love story.

See, the thing about
fictional entities
such as ourselves

is that we are
quite vulnerable

to non-existence.
We live within the
flux of opportunity

and potential.
What the humans
call: Inspiration.

Without inspiration,
stories end.

Quick,
bust a fart, before

we lose our inspiration!

Currently Gordie thinks
he is a man named Jacob Fisher,

and his one single occupation
is an uncanny enchantment

with a female named Toledo Holiday.
The story is called: Thus Come One.
It’s a madcap romantic clusterfuck
whose inspiration has moved on.

Aspen, your first mission
is to rescue this boy from
his canceled comic book

series.  He will not go easily
as he values the unrequited

love for his mystery girl
above all else, but he
must be torn from

his romantic fantasy
before it ends.

Well then...

Let’s do

the dew!

Any advice

as to how to

bring him

back

Just be
yourself.

But I don’t
know who I am!

Precisely!

Woah!
So anyone
up for a
game of
pickle?

Bad pug! You do not
spill E & J for your

dead homies when your
homies are doll babies!



THUS
CAME
ONE
THAT
WAS
TWO
AND
TWO
THAT
WERE
ONE.

But it was all in his head,
this sickness the doctors

cannot heal, true love
- unconditional.

Even just to to feel
that fire though,

to follow your bliss,
that is not nothing. 

And so the fool
did persist in

his folly...

For all it was worth.

“SHE’S AN ANGEL”

THEY MIGHT BE
GIANTS -



Well
now,

here’s a
curiosity.

Jacob
Fisher, I
presume?

Yo,
yeah, but
you can

call me Jake.
Though you’d
better do it

quick, because
I’m more than a
little obligated

to flip my
friggin’ lid!

Tell me about it, dude.
This has been by far
the most muffed up

day of my life!

Did you
die too?

Not exactly. It was more like finding out
that there’s no such thing as death, as
there’s no such thing as life, at least

not in the ways I’d previously imagined
them. I found out I was a fictional

character today, like Snoopy,
or Mr. Ed, or Jimmy

Carter!

You seem pretty
real to me. Though being

dead I don’t know that I’m
exactly qualified to diagnose
acute symptoms of reality.

I think you’re doing fine. Though,
Jake, I have to tell you, I’m here
for a reason. My name’s Aspen
Paradise and I’m here to
remove you from this
story of yours.

But it’d just
started... I mean,
I’ve finally found

Toledo. I can see her
face again. Do you
know what it’s like
to live for a face??
I’m sorry, Miss, but
I can’t go, death or

not, I have to see that
girl one more again.

Impossibilities be
damned!

Because a boy in love
can do amazing things,

you just wait
and see!

Jake, no wait! You don’t
understand! There’s NO story

to go back to! It’s over!

Just go
with me on
this one.



It’s okay, Aspen. I
remember now, I’m back on
the ball. Trjegul Tricked

you. This wasn’t about
bringing me back, it was
about completing our

story. See we both lost
our inspiration, but we at
least completed our main

objective, we found
each other.

An improvised
storybook
ending at

the writer’s
convenience.

 

But...but...
what’s

happening
here?

Well it’s mostly
 just a hackneyed

flight of fancy.
A kayfabe retcon

of a sci-fi/rom-com
based on the

fading memory of
a puppy love that

weren’t to be.
  

A rushed finish,
sealed with a kiss.

Peace out, Homeslice.

Yes,
and?



“MR. PITIFUL”
OTIS REDDING -

This is all kinda
silly, and

embarrassing,
and weird, but

that’s just the way
it goes sometimes!

What had happened
was all my comix

were rejected and
then I got dumped.

Shit happened,
I made manure.

If I had to sum it
all up, and I do

feel oddly compelled
towards summation,
I think that  failure

& success are
arbitrary

distinctions.

Everything
turned out for

the best in
ways that I

couldn’t have
possibly

imagined, which
in turn led

to new
heartbreaks &

disappointments,
only for those
to then bring
unprecedented
happiness and
contentment.

And so on, and so on,
and so on, the process

goes, all moving
towards I know

not where or why,
but I have my

suspicions.

The totally bizarre
phenomena of life seems
to me like a continuously
transformative adventure

through the ultimate secret
mystery, and nothing is

ever as it seems.



“FLY BY NIGHT”
RUSH -

Thus I embraced my embarrassment...



And went forth by day.


